News Release

Blue Hill Presents at 2015 SHARE Conference in Orlando
Aug 11 at 11:15am
Tom Laudati, Chief Technology Officer at Blue Hill Data Services, is a presenter at the 2015 SHARE
Conference, August 9 – 14th at the Disney World Swan and Dolphin Resort in Orlando.
The session is entitled: “Find Out How Customers are Using Virtual Tape to Improve Recovery Time and
Recovery Point Objectives,” and will be held on Tuesday, August 11, 11:15am - 12:15pm in the Oceanic
8 Room at the Dolphin Hotel. The discussion will be about virtual tape concepts and how the
technology is used to support production backups and recovery at remote locations from Disaster
Recovery. Mr. Laudati will be addressing the need for security of tape data when customer data goes
off-site, and how the technology can help customers meet various regulatory, industry, and company
requirements. Additionally, there will be discussions about Blue Hill Data Services customers’
experience, and how Blue Hill Data Services supports numerous customer organizations with this
technology.
Please join Tom Laudati and John Sawyer from Secure Agent for this presentation. This is a great way for
IT technical professionals to learn first-hand about how other companies utilize this technology, and the
best practices associated with utilization and implementation.
SHARE events are a one-stop shop for enterprise IT education where you will enjoy a longstanding
tradition of furthering the community. Like all SHARE events, Orlando is crafted to help enterprise IT
professionals expand industry knowledge, enhance skills and increase organizational efficiencies by
focusing on the user group's three main pillars: Education, Network and Influence.
About SHARE
SHARE is an independent, volunteer-run user group association, in existence for 60+ years, providing
enterprise technology professionals with continuous education and training, valuable professional
networking and effective industry influence.
About SecureAgent® Software
SecureAgent® Software (a division of Global Interface Solutions, Inc.) is a technology company based in
Tulsa, Oklahoma. Our growth has come from innovation, a high-level of customer service, and a
reputation for quality products. Perhaps the most compelling proof of our leadership in the field is the
type of customers that currently use our software.
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About Blue Hill Data Services
Blue Hill Data Services helps customers reduce their operating costs and minimize risk by providing fully
managed data center hosting solutions, and a full array of complementary IT support services. Our
highly skilled and experienced staff, world-class on-shore facilities, and reliable 24x7 services have
supported customers worldwide and from all industries since 1994. We specialize in mainframe, open
systems, and AS/400 iSeries managed hosting services; Applications Services; Colocation services;
Dedicated Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Solutions. Our deep technical skills and long
standing experience enable us to support our customers’ legacy environments as well as implement
new technology solutions. Our differentiation is providing customized solutions, flexibility with
contracts and SLAs, and personalized attention and services. We are proud our customer retention is
100%.
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